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Focus Area
Our focus area is in the waste/energy section and we’re mainly working on
renewable resources such as solar power funding. Clean energy sources are
important for Arizona and we will never run out of sun, so solar power should be
our number one source. What our
main goal is to get people at
schools to write a letter to the
government about what they
want done for climate change.

Scope
● We are trying to get NPA students to write a letter about solar power and its
effect on climate change in Arizona to a government official.
● Everyone and anyone can write a letter as long as it can fit in a generic
envelope and is about the

topic of climate change.
● What we want the
government to do after they get
the letter is to take action and do
Something about climate

Needs and climate impacts
❖ Our target Group is Arizona’s Government.
❖ Our Target group needs to have an understanding of what climate change is and
a heart to do something.
❖ Climate change affects our group because they need to spend more of their
finances to try and lower climate change rates and make it not as bad. We are
focusing on a more statewide goal because Flagstaff is doing very good at
creating renewable energy sources.
❖ They contribute to climate change the most because they are in control of
funding for renewable power and have a voice people will listen to.

Project Type
● Our project is activism towards
the government.
● We want to raise awareness
about climate change, by getting
people involved and in the form of
a letter writing campaign.

The Project
Our project is a movement/campaign where people can enter their letter about
solar power and their personal climate needs and opinions, we will send it to the
government. These movements usually rely on large numbers of supporters to
make a difference. It needs to be implemented in order to reduce the amount of
pollution Arizona discharges into the air by supporting solar power.

SMART goal
● By the end of April we will have 200 letters or more written by students
addressing solar power to send to the House of Representative by holding a
raffle with prizes to incentivize students.

Make a Plan/Baseline
❖ We are going to pull this off by advertising around our school the information about
what, where, and when. We are also going to be giving away prizes to people who
write a letter. When they write a letter they will be entered into a raffle to win a
grand prize. (We will be giving away 6 prizes.) When all the letters have been
turned in we will send them out to the government and wait for a response.
❖ The information we can get
online are the addresses, names,
and the best ways to write a letter
to a political person.
❖ The metric goal is how many letters we can get to send.

Our Check

Tasks
Things that need to be completed are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Advertise around the school
Fundraise to get both money for sponsors and prizes
Get a sponsor (we already got Chipotle)
Work at Chipotle to get the money
Get prizes with the fundraising money
Get people to want to write a letter to a house
representative
● Send the letters to the House Representatives
● Do a raffle

Plan/Timeline
Our timeline is based off of sponsoring and letter writing limits.
Gather letters throughout the project starting
on Earth day and then on the last day of
Earth day week we will stop collecting letters.

Begin
advertising the
campaign on
April 15, 2019.
This project
started on
February 14,
2019.

Go to Chipotle on March
25 to do a fundraiser.
We got our check of
$243.71 on April 4.

Check all the letters and
send them to the state
representatives. This will
end April 26.and we will
send the letters on April
28.

THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!

